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ABSTRACT

This paper, the companion to the written work I completed for the Center for Digital Inclusion (CDI) at the University of Illinois, will provide the background of the project and describe my involvement in its production. The project itself is a comprehensive history of the center’s work in the field of information access, with particular emphasis on the digital divide. Insofar as gaining an understanding of digital divide theory was a necessary precursor to researching and writing this history, the companion paper will begin with an exploration of the literature on the digital divide debate and proceed with an analysis of the debate with respect to my client’s work. It will conclude with a discussion of the literature on professional writing for organizations as it applies to my professional writing experience in the present context.

My applied thesis—the work I completed for my clients—consisted of a white paper and a suite of promotional materials in support of the CDI and its parent organization, the Graduate School of Library and Information Science (GSLIS) at the University of Illinois. My clients, professors from the CDI, requested that I write a 10,000-word narrative describing the school’s ongoing efforts to bridge the digital divide. As happened in the real history, the story was to begin with Prairienet, proceed through the initiatives that came after, and conclude with the work currently being carried out.
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The Digital Divide Problem

When the Internet was first marketed to the public, it was envisioned as a way of making information freely available to everyone; and so it was, to some degree. But unfortunately, along with the advantages of public Internet access came one large, unforeseen disadvantage: Because only those who could afford the cost of computers and access fees were able to use the Internet, the new technology served to further divide society. The first mention of a digital divide was made in a 1998 National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) report ("Falling Through the Net II: New Data on the Digital Divide") as a way of describing the gap between people who have access to computer technology and those who do not. Both the name “digital divide” and the conceptualization of it as strictly a problem of access originated in the 1998 NTIA report; through widespread repetition in the subsequent literature, this was the paradigm that defined the debate.

The digital divide is further examined by Benjamin M. Compaine in his 2001 book *The Digital divide: Facing a Crisis or Creating a Myth?* He writes: “Before there was a ‘digital divide’ there were the ‘information haves and the have-nots.’ Commentators started making references to access to personal computers almost as soon as the first school anywhere installed an Apple II in 1980” (p.3). Compaine explains that because the Internet was not yet in widespread use when the 1995 NTIA report ("Falling through
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the Net: a Survey of the ‘Have-nots’ in Rural and Urban America”) was written, it was not part of the debate. For this reason, the 1995 report is a relatively short document with a primary focus on telephone and computer access; it is the 1999 report (“Defining the Digital Divide”), as a follow-up to the 1998 report, that specifically addresses the topic of Internet penetration. Looking at the three reports, then, we can surmise that between 1995 (before the advent of popular Internet use) and 1999 (after the advent of popular Internet use), a new societal issue was born.

Another early view of the digital divide issue is provided by Manuel Castells. In his 2001 book Internet Galaxy, Castells writes of the culture, commerce, and politics of the Internet, concluding his discourse with an analysis of the geography of Internet access that he then uses to support his view of the digital divide as a global problem. In addition, Castells posits that the digital divide is not a simple issue of access to information, but instead a complex problem of access to power:

The fundamental digital divide is not measured by the number of connections to the Internet, but by the consequences of both connection and lack of connection. Because the Internet, as shown in this book, is not just a technology. It is the technological tool and organizational form that distributes information power, knowledge generation, and networking capacity in all realms of activity. Thus, developing countries are caught in a tangled web . . . . [B]eing disconnected, or superficially connected, to the Internet is tantamount to marginalization in the global, networked system. . . . Because, without an Internet-based economy and management system, there is little chance for any country to generate the resources necessary to cover its developmental needs, on a sustainable ground—meaning economically sustainable, socially sustainable, and environmentally sustainable (p. 269).
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With this assertion, Castells frames the digital divide as a sociopolitical divide.

However, not all scholars agree with Castells; from the early days of the Internet, opinions concerning this issue have varied widely. Jan van Dijk’s 2003 article “The Digital Divide as a Complex and Dynamic Phenomenon” provides a broad survey of digital divide theory—which might actually be viewed as theories, inasmuch as they represent a wide variety of viewpoints, philosophies, and nuances of meaning. Per van Dijk, these include

1. Denying the existence of a digital divide—questioning the fundamental premise that digital technologies are unevenly and unfairly distributed;

2. Taking a laissez-faire approach—accepting the fact that “divides” (the digital divide and multiple social divides) exist as a normal part of life and will eventually disappear on their own;

3. Viewing the digital access issue as a multiplicity of divides based on causality, and anticipating that these digital divides will be layered atop existing social divides including income, education, occupation, social class, ethnicity, and gender;

4. Believing that multiple digital divides exist alongside multiple social divides, and that all of the divides share the characteristic of differentiation—that is, that some will increase while others decrease, following no particular pattern.

Intellectual debates notwithstanding, the issue of Internet inequity received much-needed attention in 2004 with the publication of Brendan Luyt’s seminal First Monday article “Who benefits from the digital divide?” It is interesting to note that this article, published so soon after the advent of public Internet service, was born digital. It
is also noteworthy that Luyt goes beyond simply mentioning the digital divide’s existence to presenting a well-crafted argument that the digital divide’s existence is proof of the many forms of exploitation that have historically been perpetrated upon the Have-nots of the world.

Building on the work of Castells, Luyt offers strong evidence to support his claim that the Haves make a practice of using the Have-nots to fulfill their own purposes, which usually involve the expansion of capitalism and an increase in personal wealth— for the Haves. Throughout his article, Luyt refers to the Haves as “the North”, meaning the Northern Hemisphere, or the developed countries traditionally known as the First World; and the Have-nots as “the South”, or the Southern Hemisphere, the developing nations known as the Third World. As Luyt explains, the North’s exploitation of the South has emerged as a result of industrial development in the Southern Hemisphere, a large-scale effort requiring a massive overhaul of the transportation, communication, and electric power infrastructures in that region. With the rise of the information economy, the focus has shifted to cyberinfrastructure development, the ultimate goal being to access heretofore untapped consumer markets as well as less expensive labor forces. In this way, the North has been able to exploit the South in not one, but two ways.

But for the North to be able to open its inexpensively staffed information and communication technology (ICT) facilities, it needed to do more than just build the
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cyberinfrastructure. For the successful implementation of this business plan, the North
was obliged to provide local populations with training in the use of the new
cyberinfrastructure. Luyt offers this analysis:

Information capitalism also requires attention to the labour market. Unlike the
industrial capitalism of the NIDL [New International Division of Labor] era, it
depends on more highly skilled forms of labour with a wide range of capabilities
(keyboarding at the very least, specialized computer languages at the high end of
the scale). This creates a need for training that the previous shift in
manufacturing did not (p.5).

While many low-wage workers in the South welcome the higher income and
social status that accompany such training and employment, through time they have
come to realize that some of the new jobs are not that beneficial. For instance, working
in a call center—the most commonly available ICT facility in the new economy—brings
with it the need to keep odd hours, the requirement to adopt American accents, and the
reality of working in dead-end jobs with little hope of career advancement.

Interestingly, with the exception of being forced to adopt different accents while at
work, these are the same reasons that American workers also experience
disillusionment for call-center work. In both cases, employee disillusionment has
resulted in high attrition rates, which translates into a constant search for new markets
and labor pools.

The Problematic Solution

As seen in the negative example above, being digitally included is not always a high
honor; in many cases, employees who use ICT at work experience unwanted control over their lives as a result of the requirement to maintain constant conformity to the standards of ICT use in the new marketplace. The pervasiveness of this negative experience is reflected in Luyt’s commentary: “The new economic ‘reality’ was that the market was to be the final arbiter of human destiny . . .” (p. 10).

Cristina Mori agrees with Luyt’s analysis. In “‘Digital Inclusion’: Are We All Talking About the Same Thing?” (Chapter 3 of ICTs and Sustainable Solutions for the Digital Divide: Theory and Perspectives), she also explores the global migration of low-level ICT jobs such as those in call centers, from the North to the South, “where wages could be enormously lower without productivity loss.” Because these jobs are usually more generously paid than other types of jobs within the same labor market, they have been highly sought after. However, because they are also compensated at rates well under what American workers would be paid for the same work, they represent a type of exploitation of the new Third World labor pool.

Widespread Internet use in business settings has been one of the main driving forces behind the closing of the digital divide—the desired solution to digital inequity. Unfortunately, though, being able to utilize the Internet in the workplace is no guarantee that an individual will be considered an “information Have.” In fact, many people—primarily women, who tend to work in clerical jobs—feel keenly the control that this technology has over them in the workplace. Not only do their employers
monitor workers in order to prevent them from accessing information for personal use; in some cases, their employers also use keystroke-counting software programs to measure productivity levels. Thus while many ICT workers come into frequent contact with the new technology, they are still unable to benefit from it personally.

This scenario is described by Virginia Eubanks in her well-known 2007 article "Trapped in the Digital Divide: The Distributive Paradigm in Community Informatics." Here, Eubanks relates the responses of female acquaintances who perceive that technology has exerted an unwelcome amount of control over their lives by means of their jobs, as well as their interactions with the welfare office. Their frustration became quite evident during a workshop ("How Does the D@mn Thing Work?"). When offered the opportunity to deconstruct an old computer and explore its inner workings, the women went beyond just taking the machine apart; they demolished it with great enthusiasm:

This was not just the excitement of "opening the black box" and discovering what makes a computer work. It was an act of resistance, of rebelling against the tyranny of the box itself (and of the institutions it represents and enables). This gleeful destruction was a sign of women’s complicated experiences of technology, a marker of women taking power back from a symbol of the system.

After the publication of her digital divide article, Eubanks continued to hear from women who recounted similar personal interactions with technology; thus, the article subsequently became a chapter in her 2011 book Digital Dead End: Fighting for Social
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*Justice in the Information Age*, in which she more fully describes the faulty paradigm at play when information technology is defined as strictly an access issue:

The distributive paradigm’s focus on allotment leads scholars and policymakers to focus on end-states rather than on processes. Policy created through the distributive paradigm misrepresents nonmaterial social goods—rights, respect, disunity, power—when it is applied to them (p. 26).

Eubanks proposes what may seem to be an unlikely idea, namely that any individual (though her focus was mainly upon women) has the right to make a personal decision whether or not to engage with information technology, and once having chosen to do so, to define the specific ways in which this will occur.

Like Eubanks, Mori challenges the assumption that information technology is appropriate for everyone, writing of technology observers who question the benefit of closing the digital divide because they disagree with the values upon which the digitization of the world rests. These observers also feel that the ubiquitous presence of information technology, if it were allowed to persist, could result in a *technopoly* (per Neil Postman, a technopoly is the surrender of culture to technology). Other objections to a dominant presence of technology include the possibility that it will be viewed as the solution to all social problems and that it will cause nonparticipants to be pushed down to a lower status in comparison with the “parallel universe inhabited by special individuals that use communication and technology, completely separated from [the] material universe where the rest of [the] creatures live” (Mori, p. 56).
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Mori then proceeds to discuss the distributive model of digital inclusion and its focus on “infrastructure and equipment distribution, leaving aside human and social factors” (p. 59) such as a lack of familiarity with ICTs that results in discomfort, or a feeling of mistrust connected with the perception that ICT use belongs in the domain of a higher class of people:

Designed for a privileged elite, ICT would not correspond to the expectations and abilities of those who suffer from other types of social discrimination. These asymmetries would be a factor of deepening inequality between ‘haves’ and ‘have-nots’, representing a lack of equal opportunities (p. 59).

Thus, while well-intentioned efforts have been made to bring the digitally disadvantaged population into the fold, to change their lives for the better by transforming them into information Haves,” the solutions that are offered do not work for everyone.

The Socially Just Solution

Recognizing the need for a different model—one that will foster independence rather than continued dependence and that will encourage a more effective use of ICTs than will a simple distribution of computer hardware—digital inclusion theorists and practitioners have long argued for the implementation of a participatory paradigm. As Mori writes, this more inclusive approach invites communities and individuals to make their own decisions about what the digital divide means and what role they wish for it to
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play in their own lives, being able to “transform these elements for the benefit of their own needs, with actual autonomy” (p. 60).

This model, which Eubanks termed “technology for people,” formed the basis of the field of community informatics. Defined by Michael Gurstein as “the application of information and communications technology . . . to enable and empower community processes,” community informatics is a means of bridging the digital divide by providing computer equipment, software, and training to less advantaged individuals. It is this movement of bringing technology to people that inspired the Graduate School of Library and Information Science (GSLIS) at the University of Illinois to found Prairienet—one of one of the nation’s first free-nets, which were the forerunners of the Internet—in 1993. It also sparked the beginning of the Community Networking Initiative (CNI) in 1997, the formation of the Center for Digital Inclusion in 2012, and several related community networking programs throughout the past two decades. Taking a collaborative approach in which community involvement played a large role, the librarians of GSLIS designed the programs to include participants as co-laborers and, in some cases, as co-leaders. This participatory paradigm became the model for all of the community informatics work done by GSLIS.

While these endeavors were inspired by the lofty ideal of promoting information equity, they were brought to fruition by a practical focus that involved a considerable investment of time, money, and hands-on labor. Prairienet was a true community
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endeavor; run mostly by volunteers, only later hiring paid staff members as the need arose, its initial mission was to provide public access to publicly available information via electronic bulletin boards, free (later fee-based) web hosting, and open computer labs. From the start, Prairienet was focused not just on technology but on the ways technology could be used to help people help themselves while also helping build up their communities. Almost always it was the community participants, familiar with local people and their needs, who served as the main agents of change; but the catalyst for change, via relationships with their community partners, was GSLIS.

In 2010, a two-day conference at the University of Illinois offered a rare retrospective look at the university’s contributions to the field of technology. Among those who spoke was Ann Bishop, GSLIS professor emeritus and co-founder of Prairienet, who shared that the library’s community informatics program had been modeled after Jane Addams’ “neighbors helping neighbors” Hull House work. Highlighting the vital importance of interpersonal relationships to the success of Prairienet and the projects that followed, Bishop explained: “It’s not about the technology, and it’s also not about the money. It’s about the relationships . . . the relationships that already exist in the community . . . the capacity that already exists ("50 Years of Public Computing at the University of Illinois").

Once Prairienet was established in 1993, it became available for use in other community projects. In some instances, these projects were founded by GSLIS, but in
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In most cases GSLIS came alongside a work that was already in progress and lent equipment and expertise, and often hands-on labor as well, to help increase the organization’s scope, effectiveness, and viability. Whether the partnership was local or farther afield, the objectives and guiding principles were universally applicable; however, there was some flexibility with respect to specific strategies, which changed according to need, as well as to the degree of involvement desired by the partnering organization.

For instance, in 1995 GSLIS professor Chip Bruce developed The Inquiry Page, a resource-sharing website on which individuals were invited to share personal research, lesson plans, and other information units with the public: taking the lead to provide the website, then stepping aside and letting others provide the content. In 1998, recognizing the potential for information- and resource sharing among local nonprofit groups to multiply their impact on the community, GSLIS started PrairieKNOW: taking the lead to initiate a networking situation, as well as moderating the inter-organizational networking meetings that followed. Then in 1999, Prairienet partnered with local health-advocacy group SisterNet, providing web hosting and technical assistance, but taking a more supporting role, as SisterNet already had its own goals and objectives and wanted to retain decision-making authority.

In time, GSLIS would expand its community networking efforts to include several projects in such far-flung places as St. Louis Metro East, Chicago, and São Tomé and
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Príncipe, a developing African nation. Much of the work, which included the installation of numerous computer labs and instruction in computer use, was done by GSLIS professor Martin Wolske and his students. As individual participants became more proficient in computer use, however, they were encouraged to volunteer their time to help teach what they had learned to others in their communities. Along these lines, one of the most popular programs was Teen Tech Team, in which youths from the East St. Louis area were trained in computer repair, which benefited the teens by training them in a useful job skill as well as allowing them to have the experience of giving back to the community. Teens from this program were even invited to travel to São Tomé and Príncipe, where they lent their technical expertise, and gained a valuable perspective of the world.

In more recent years, with the growing availability of computers and Internet access, the focus of digital divide theory has shifted toward the new frontier: more effective Internet access, which is usually viewed as being necessary for the sake of economic competitiveness and independence, the socially just solution mentioned previously. In response to the changing need, GSLIS shifted more of its resources to helping make broadband Internet a reality in St. Louis Metro East and portions of Champaign-Urbana. Both programs, large-scale collaborations that were wildly popular with local constituents, have made long-term impacts on their respective communities.

In particular, the UC2B Big Broadband project received widespread support from a
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community grateful to be brought to the forefront of Internet access. Completed in 2012, UC2B has gone a long way toward enabling local growth and development.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Overview

With so many years of community informatics work completed, it might be somewhat excusable for GSLIS to adopt a retrospective mindset and leave the digital divide to its own devices. Instead, the work has continued to adapt to the changing landscape of information acquisition even as it has continued to embrace the need for information equity, founding the Center for Digital Inclusion (CDI) in response to continued access issues. At the same time, the library school realized that along with the retirements of so many of the faculty who had worked on Prairienet and other efforts, the GSLIS / University of Illinois legacy in community informatics was in danger of being lost. For this reason, it was considered to be of primary importance to commission a recorded history of these projects that would give well-deserved credit to the individuals whose vision and dedication had made them possible. From the beginning, I understood this roughly 10,000-word white paper to be a narrative of the library school’s work in community informatics as well as a timeline that would serve as a resource for future work on the subject. These were the parameters that governed the selection of content and provided direction throughout the research and writing of this applied thesis.
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Content Selection

In his 2011 book Technical Communication, Paul Anderson provides several essential guidelines for keeping a writing project on track. The first, “Define your research objectives” (p. 152), instructs writers to begin the research process by defining their project’s communication goals, which Anderson suggests are answers to questions posed by future readers. By focusing research efforts on the specific bits of knowledge that will be most useful to readers, the writer is able to make better choices about what information to include and what to pass over, thereby ensuring that the project contains the information readers want. By omitting unnecessary information—essentially performing a pre-writing edit—the writer will also avoid clouding the issue and confusing the reader.

To avoid producing a simple list of events that would be utilitarian but not engaging, I needed to answer the questions “What themes have served to unite the events on this timeline?” and “Why are these events still significant enough to command our attention?” These writing goals align with the instruction offered by Scott Stevenson (p. 31, “Have a point: Create a theme to tie stories together and drive a certain message home”).

For the answer to the first question, I looked to the founders of Prairienet, whose recollections in the “50 Years” video were extremely useful in helping me gain an understanding of the subject. To truly understand the sequence of events, however, it
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was necessary for me to transcribe the portion of the video that dealt with Prairienet, including speeches by co-founders Greg Newby and Ann Bishop as well as other individuals who had worked on it. Transcribing the entire video entailed watching it at least twice, but it was well worth the effort because I was then able to catch the more subtle nuances as well as the broad philosophical reasoning behind the project. In fact, it was the last sentence of the video that brought focus to the rest of the project: “It’s not about the technology, and it’s also not about the money. It’s about the relationships . . . the relationships that already exist in the community . . . the capacity that already exists.”

The answer to the second question was self-evident, but it was brought into sharper focus as I evaluated the rest of the primary documents and gleaned both historic and current information from GSLIS websites. In addition to the clients’ stated purpose for the project, which placed a high value on the events insofar as they told the story of GSLIS’s community informatics work, my research revealed that the early projects had served as the foundation for much of the library school’s future work.

**Organization**

Because it was mostly in retrospect that the groundbreaking importance of Prairienet to later community informatics work was revealed, I began the narrative with retrospective recollections gleaned from the “50 Years” video. This served the purposes of announcing the paper’s topic, introducing several of the key individuals whose work
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the CDI wanted to recognize, and setting the tone of social activism that exemplifies the ongoing community informatics work at the University of Illinois. Framing the narrative as a “then-and-now story” (Stevenson, p. 31) placed it in a better position to highlight the longevity, stability, and growth of GSLIS’ work, which I considered to be one of the most important points for readers to understand.

Since this was to be a sort of timeline, it was necessary to ensure that events were presented in the correct chronological order; this was not always easy. Drawing from a large volume of primary and secondary documents, many of which provided the same information but from different angles, became confusing at times and resulted in some duplication that I later edited out of the paper. In addition, with the goal of synthesizing the content of these documents for readers, I needed to group the documents by topic and subtopic as I proceeded through the sequence of events in the hope of achieving clarity in my explication.

Anderson instructs professional writers to utilize either a formal (objective) classification structure or an informal (subjective) one depending on the information that is being organized (pp. 236–241). Because of the philosophical nature of the topic, I found it more helpful to use an informal classification structure, grouping information bits in the manner I believed to be best suited for the readers and the purpose at hand. One difficulty I faced along the way was avoiding duplication (Anderson, p. 240: “Avoid overlap among groups”), as the pattern of the library school’s work was to revisit
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previous projects and maintain previously established relationships. These repeat scenarios were all deserving of recognition, both for their own sake and for the way they illustrated the philosophy and goals of the work. However, there were so many that I was unable to highlight every one, instead carefully selecting those that seemed to be most foundational based on the amount, type, and sources of commentary they had received.

Another issue was the need for transition from one point to the next, again for the sake of clarity—a primary reporting goal I had learned in the pursuit of my undergraduate degree in journalism. But, due to the sometimes esoteric nature of the subject, this was possible only as I carefully considered the events from the perspectives of the key individuals, which is in fact a fiction-writing technique I had learned in graduate-level writing classes. An additional technique I used, particularly with respect to the introduction and the conclusion, was to periodically reference the same key concepts and events as a means of tying the narrative together. This would have been a valuable exercise in a writing project of any length, but it proved especially important in this paper, which was essentially a long list of events that needed to be unified into a cohesive whole.

Tone

After defining my primary audience as a mix of university professors and average community members with no formal training on the subject of community informatics
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(essentially all interested readers), I chose the middle ground when it came to deciding on a tone. Besides making the paper accessible to anyone who would care to read it, this tone was in fulfillment of a specific request from my clients. In addition, I tried to capture Ann Bishop’s voice from the “Fifty Years” video, in which she spoke passionately of the motivating principles grounding Prairienet and the successive GSLIS work.

Leroux Miller emphasizes the need to package a message engagingly, so the result will be more than “straight ‘just the facts’ reporting.” While this can at times be effective, a paper will be strengthened by the use of either an “empowering tips” or a narrative storytelling format (Miller, p. 64). Besides making it more attractive for readers to invest time in reading the entire paper, this technique will also make the paper’s points more memorable—both of which are desirable outcomes for a paper representing the goals of a nonprofit organization.

It is also a way to encourage readers to care about an organization’s work. In Chapter Five of Ryder’s *Rhetorics for Community Action* (“Counterpublics: Beyond Deliberative Conversation”), the author quotes Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor on the way a person’s personal experiences afford him or her a specific “baseline” of knowledge: “[T]o understand takes time and effort, something that not all people are willing to give. For others, their experiences limit their ability to understand the experiences of others. Others simply do not care” (p. 139-140). For a nonprofit organization to continue to flourish, it is necessary to gain the support of myriad
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individuals through writing that leads them to understand the work and to be invested in the issues it seeks to address. Stevenson (Nonprofit Publications, p. 11) also recommends that such a project, written for a nonprofit organization, be both informative and inspirational.

Layout and Design

My first design decision was to honor the history of GSLIS’s community informatics work by taking a screen clipping of their legacy logo and giving it a more modern vibe to denote the passage of time. In addition, I designed a new, simplified logo for the CDI. Both were done in blue and orange, the University of Illinois colors, which seemed a bit unoriginal — but necessary, given the context. To add visual interest and emphasize the importance of Prairienet, I added a sidebar stating how long it had served the community.

When selecting fonts, I usually chose boldface for the headings and regular for the body text, as a way of emphasizing the headings and providing contrast with the main text. The “cdi” in the logo is 55-point Ariel Rounded (bold) and 14-point Corbel (regular). Both of these sans serif typefaces are clear, but with a feel that is both classic and modern. The main heading on the first page is 22-point Century Gothic (bold), and the small subhead “WHITE PAPER” above it is 9-point Trebuchet. The other subheads (“1.0”, etc.) are 20-point Trebuchet (bold italic) and the smaller subheads under those
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12-point Century Gothic. I took a small risk by using four different typefaces, but since all are sans serif, they combine well.

As the paper turned out to be largely text-based, I decided to add visuals whenever possible. In addition to the first page, these include a screen clipping of the legacy “Inquiry Page”; a stylized announcement of the UC2B grant; and, to represent one of the CDI’s most recent outreach projects, a photo of the interior of a Digitech Hub mobile unit.

In addition to the white paper, I designed a suite of smaller publications including a brochure, bookmarks, letterhead, and business cards, submitting the electronic files for customization as desired. These were all done in University of Illinois orange and blue, but for the sake of interest and currency, also include touches of teal.

To symbolize the idea of building a legacy, as well as to represent the bricks of the GSLIS building, I used a brick-patterned background on all of the pieces. To tie them to the white paper and to each other, I used the redesigned CDI logo on all.

The bookmarks and business cards, whose purpose was to raise awareness of the digital divide issue and briefly highlight the university’s work in the field, needed to be both attractive and informative. The colors and fonts, while not exactly the same as what were used in the paper, were selected in part for their similarity to those.
Figure 1: To maximize the efficiency of the press run, the bookmarks were laid out four-up. This view is 75 percent of actual size.
Figure 2: Business cards laid out eight-up, shown here 75 percent of actual size. Compartmentalized elements and a reduced word count keep the look uncluttered, while a URL and QR code lead viewers to the CDI's website.
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The brochure (Appendix B) is a three-panel C-fold document designed to be printed on both sides. I chose this particular fold because the three panels on the front lent themselves well to the three points (1.0, 2.0, and 3.0, following the example of the white paper); the panels would be a good width for readability and efficient use of space; and the brochure could be printed on 8.5” x 11” paper, which is less expensive than 8.5” x 14” paper, an important consideration for a nonprofit organization. Designed primarily to give a quick overview of the university’s digital divide work, the brochure features a bullet-point list of the events that appear in the paper.

CONCLUSION

With its strong history of both public computing and public service, it came as no surprise to me that the University of Illinois should have spent the past two decades sending teams of knowledgeable individuals out into the community to address the problem of information equity as directly as possible. What I was unprepared to discover, as I plowed through stacks of documents, were the consistency and apparently genuine caring that drove their efforts, in addition to the cumulative amount of work that had gone into each project individually and all of the projects as a group.

In fact, the final chapter of this history has yet to be written. Exciting plans to bring community informatics to a multitude of faraway places are in the works, and they will probably come to pass if the necessary funding is secured. In the meantime, it is my
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hope that the documents I have produced will be instrumental in supporting the ongoing work of GSLIS and its bridge-building mission.
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APPENDIX A: THE WHITE PAPER
“It’s not about the technology, and it’s also not about the money. It’s about the relationships . . . the relationships that already exist in the community . . . the capacity that already exists.”

- Ann Bishop, cofounder of Prairienet and the Community Informatics Initiative, and professor emerita, University of Illinois

1.0 Prairienet
Pioneering new technologies

More than 15 years after Prairienet was launched at the University of Illinois’ Graduate School of Library and Information Science (GSLIS), the people who had planned and planted it, tended and shared it, were still trying to explain it. This was not a case of confusion, but a matter of different perspectives and the changing nature of Prairienet itself, and it highlights the diversity of the collaboration that has been essential to the ongoing success of this digital initiative.

During a panel discussion at the 2010 conference “50 Years of Public Computing at the University of Illinois”, Prairienet cofounder Greg Newby described the beginning of the community network. “We all had ideas of what Prairienet was and what the Internet could be, and many of us were sort of figuring that out as we went along. People had different ideas about what it was there for, this whole experience of Internet and dial-up and community computing, the public workstations and all that.”
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In the years since, the organization and the technology that spawned it had changed considerably; the diversity of viewpoints among the organization’s members had not. Given 20 minutes to share personal memories of Prairienet’s early days, the panel members described the technology, the people, and the grant funding with varying degrees of emphasis. However, the picture that took shape was not of three opposing forces, but of three strands that were woven together to form a strong information network for the support of the community. Over time, it would become more widespread than anyone had imagined.

As a communication type, the free-net was unprecedented, though it represented a blend of prior forms such as the telephone, books, letters, and face-to-face conversations. Perhaps ironically, these old interpersonal exchange types are the ones Newby and his colleagues found themselves referencing back in 1993 as they explained the free-nets to those who had never heard of them. Though the subject was highly technical, even then it was the interpersonal element that took center stage: “At the time, we weren’t thinking so much about the technical side of the Internet, but rather how people could use it for information exchange.”

Information exchange is still at the heart of the Prairienet mission statement, a clearly written set of principles that remain in force today. The following points may still be found on the Prairienet website, making it clear that the mission is still to:

- Strengthen community organizations by helping them provide and retrieve networked information;
- Empower individuals by providing access to networked information and by teaching the skills necessary to access and use this information;
- Facilitate information and resource sharing in support of community development efforts;
- Promote equity of access to computer resources for everyone in the community.

When Prairienet was conceived in the early 1990s, the Internet was still in its infancy. At first used almost exclusively by governing bodies and large educational institutions, for many Illinois residents it had not yet moved beyond novelty status to the realm of popular public use. But this would soon change, thanks in large part to the advent of Prairienet, one of approximately 30 free-nets that predated the public version of the Internet.
In the fall of 1991, freshly minted Syracuse graduates Greg Newby and Ann Bishop began their careers in library and information science at the University of Illinois. Both products of East Coast education systems that were early adopters of information technology, Newby and Bishop had used the free-nets in their personal research. “The idea, started by this guy Tom Grundner from Cleveland’s Case-Western Reserve University, was to... open this really cool system up, this emerging form of human communication, this access method to all kinds of electronic information, to the general public; to sort of get it ‘out of the academy’ to a reasonable desktop [computer] system, which at the time cost about a thousand dollars.”

Newby and Bishop continued to use the free-nets at GSLIS, in the process developing a strong respect for the free-net movement. One fateful day in the hallway of the library school, Bishop casually asked Newby if he wanted to start a free-net. His initial reaction was that such an enterprise would be too large an undertaking; however, as a communication specialist and an enthusiastic user of free-net systems, he was intrigued. He told her he would give it a try. After doing some research to find out the probable start-up cost of such a venture, the pair took their idea to GSLIS dean Leigh Estabrook to see if there was any possibility of GSLIS underwriting the project. The dean had to break the news that the $20,000 equipment cost was not in the school’s budget, but she agreed that it was a worthwhile undertaking and encouraged them to make it a community venture.

From the beginning, the Prairienet project was one of collaboration, a partnership among GSLIS, the cities of Champaign and Urbana, and several other community stakeholders. The informal planning meetings held in 1992 and 1993, which were open to everyone who was interested, were well attended by a broad spectrum of computer enthusiasts ranging from members of a local computer hobby group to representatives of the National Center for Supercomputing, as well as the Champaign News-Gazette. Not far into the planning process, an information organization committee was formed.

In the meantime, with a lot of technology and infrastructure support from the university’s Computing Services Office, Prairienet staff and volunteers continued working to build a prototype. The demonstration model, along with Newby’s original menu system, was in operation by the summer of 1993. That summer was also pivotal in terms of funding, as UI Vice Chancellor Dick Wilson supported the effort by soliciting financial commitments from university and
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community organizations, with the donated funds to be used to cover the cost of start-up hardware and ongoing maintenance of the free-net. Some of the first donations were received from the National Center for Supercomputer Applications (NCSA), Illinois Cooperative Extension, Parkland Community College, UI's Continuing Education Department, and the News-Gazette, with more financial commitments to follow as fundraising efforts continued throughout the next year.

During the fall of 1993, using modems and an Internet connection that had been donated by UI's Computing and Communications Services Office, Prairienet went live for the first time. By November, the online registration program was activated, offering a free username to any adult resident of the State of Illinois — though all new registrants were encouraged to include a donation when they sent in their paperwork. Also during the fall of 1993, Prairienet was officially founded as an organization. In the beginning, it was run completely by volunteers; nevertheless, the new organization was large enough to have a board of directors and working committees. Some of those early volunteers, including committee heads, were Paul Adams, Linda Bauer, Tom Cornelius, Karen Fletcher, Chuck Isdale, Stuart Laird, Melissa Records, Mary Wilkes Towner, and Martin Wolske. Jay Greenberg, a part-time graduate assistant, was hired to work with the Prairienet board, committees, and new information providers, as well as to respond to the many inquiries that were coming in.

Later that winter, the first Prairienet homepage became available on what had become known as the World Wide Web. Another step in the free-net's establishment was that information providers such as the City of Urbana, the Champaign News-Gazette, the local chapter of the National Organization for Women (NOW), and the Champaign Public Library began to sign up. By the time of the grand opening picnic in June 1994, 70 information providers had joined the community network.

The first iteration of Prairienet after its launch in 1994 was as an email provider. Given that email had been in public use for only a short time and was therefore relatively unfamiliar to a large segment of the population, this was an innovative use of technology. Also in 1994–1995, the online bulletin board function was expanded as Prairienet partnered with the City of Champaign to set up a website for the municipality. While the prototype website was mostly text-based, it performed a valuable function as a conduit for information about
available programs and services. Not only was this successful in practical terms (individuals were receiving information), it was important in a more esoteric sense (the free flow of information to individuals was being facilitated).

However, before the project could move forward effectively and the new communication method could reach its full potential, specific problems needed to be addressed. The first barrier was the lack of access to equipment. Since public computing was only beginning to become popular, most people did not own or operate a computer; neither did they have Internet access. Equally important, the majority of the population did not know how to type, that being a skill that had traditionally been considered the domain of secretaries and data processors. But Prairienet had an education committee (initially comprised of Mitch Duszynski, Brad Cronk, and Graham Houser), and the barriers began to come down as the public took part in the free training classes that were offered even prior to the planned launch date. Classes continued to be offered as needed; in addition, GSLIS volunteers offered free technical support for users experiencing difficulties using Prairienet.

Mary Wilkes Towner was one of those volunteers who sat in a small room in the basement of GSLIS and took tech-support calls from local Internet users, many of whom, as first-time users, were initially confused about how to access the Internet from their personal computers. However, since one of the main objectives in establishing this free-net in the first place was to help the public become accustomed to the new information technology, Towner and the other Prairienet volunteers considered it their mission to patiently help users overcome their technical difficulties. The information that was available to users in the beginning of the free-nets ranged from the periodic table of the elements to geographical information, to online chess games and international subway information: a promising start.

By the fall of 1994, Champaign-Urbana’s free-net was beginning to receive publicity from outside the immediate area. In the November 27 issue of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, a short article in the newspaper’s business section informed readers of the North American free-net movement, then about 30 members strong. It went on to describe Prairienet, which by that time had grown to six public access sites and about 5000 members. The article also made readers aware of the free-nets’ funding issue, explaining that for the successful development of the Illinois sites then in the planning stages, a statewide initiative in addition to public donations would be necessary.
Three years into the program, Prairienet was still a viable organization performing a valuable service to the community, as seen by the 1996 report “Community System Users and Uses” presented by Bishop and Newby to the American Society for Information Science (ASIS). The preparation of the report entailed conducting an analysis of usage patterns and logs, by which the colleagues sought to answer this central question: “To what extent is Prairienet serving its intended purpose as a community forum for education and information access?” The report proceeded to delineate the services and features that were currently offered by Prairienet:

- public-access modems allowing terminal logins;
- free usernames for the residents of Illinois, including email, limited disk storage space, and access to the Prairienet content and other services;
- content provided by over 400 information providers;
- a menu interface to the information provider content, in addition to other material;
- Internet information servers for the World Wide Web, Gopher, anonymous FTP, electronic mailing lists, and network news for access by individual users and information providers;
- complete access to Internet facilities through the menu system;
- training and support for information providers;
- essentially unlimited access to the various Internet servers, disk space, and technical support;
- telephone and email help for end-users, in addition to a walk-in office open 40 hours per week; and
- support for regional public-access sites for walk-up use.

The report also stated that, on average, 15 new users were added to the Prairienet system each day, most of those being from the local Champaign-Urbana [telephone] calling area. Of these, the majority (79 percent) were adults between ages 18 and 44, with about twice as many males as females registering. Having analyzed these data, Newby and Bishop recommended that Prairienet work on developing programs or partnerships to reach out to women, children under age 18, and adults over age 45.

By that time, more than 425 information providers had joined the network, though only 231 (54 percent) were active. Of these, 41 percent were businesses and 59 percent nonprofit entities including community service organizations and charities (16 percent); social clubs and associations (12
percent); churches (8 percent); individuals (6 percent); health-related groups, municipal and county service groups, and educational entities (4 percent each); political action groups (3 percent); and professional organizations, the University of Illinois, libraries, and municipal and county governments (2 percent each).

The authors observed that Prairienet’s focus on organizations, which ran counter to the for-profit business focus of the Internet as a whole, was supported by these data. However, they also cautioned that while the figures seemed to indicate Prairienet’s fulfillment of its mission to make the Internet accessible to a variety of community organizations, clubs, businesses, and other groups, it was likely that some groups had been unable to join Prairienet because they lacked a computer- and Internet-savvy member who could make that happen. And, though Newby and Bishop realized that it might be possible to help the underserved groups by finding, reaching out to, and training them, they also recognized that because their resources were already stretched thin due to Prairienet’s rapid growth, this was unlikely to happen without additional funding.

On the plus side, Prairienet was being utilized to access information via the bulletin boards, the websites, and the network news feed, as well as to communicate via email and Internet Relay Chat (IRC). This was both a fulfillment of the Prairienet mission statement and a significant accomplishment for a non-profit free-net competing with the for-profit Internet. But were these accomplishments enough? Rapid advances in Internet technology brought increased user expectations, many of which were difficult to meet without adequate funding.

Even without these expectations, however, the handwriting was on the wall. For the sake of its very survival, the free-net would need to adopt a fee-based system. From the very beginning, new Prairienet members had been encouraged to make a $35 annual contribution toward expenses, though since this was a free-net any donations were completely optional. As a result, in spite of time-consuming volunteer fundraising efforts, by 1997 only about a third of Prairienet’s 13,500 members were actually contributing financially. This was particularly problematic because member contributions comprised the largest portion of Prairienet’s budget.

The newly instituted member fee was a modest one — $65 a year for a family, or $45 for an individual — but it still resulted in a drastic reduction in Prairienet users as thousands of members chose not to renew their
memberships. Fortunately, this did not sound the death knell for Prairienet, which was still recognized as a convenient and inexpensive way to access the Internet. And while for the moment there were fewer members to enjoy Prairienet’s benefits, with a stabilized budget more improvements could be made, which would hopefully result in an increase in membership.

Fortunately, a vast improvement in Prairienet’s economic outlook was on the horizon. Over time it would become obvious that this was Prairienet’s defining moment; but for the present, it was enough that the immediate pressure of survival was lifted and the future looked much brighter. With a vision toward increased community outreach, Bishop had written major grants soliciting additional funding from the federal government and other sources. The outcome of her work did not disappoint.

In 1997, a total of $1.3 million was awarded to GSLIS, Prairienet, and the Urban League of Champaign County for the specific purpose of helping bridge the Digital Divide in the geographical area surrounding the UI campus. The Community Networking Initiative (CNI) was a groundbreaking project. Slated to last two years and cost a total of $1.3 million, approximately 48 percent of which was covered by a $625,000 grant from the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Telecommunications and Information Infrastructure Assistance Program (TIIAP), it made a positive difference in thousands of lives. The purpose of TIIAP being to “demonstrate how technology and telecommunications can be used to improve U.S. communities” (Washington Telecom Newswire, 24 April, 1997), these funds were earmarked primarily for the distribution of free computer equipment and technical support to over 1000 low-income households. Free or low-cost Prairienet memberships were also provided.

The $675,000 balance was covered by additional funding from several local community agencies, as well as the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, a philanthropic organization with a long history of helping disadvantaged children. In the current situation, the money would be used to provide computer-repair training to 100 economically disadvantaged teens, a prospect that Bishop found particularly exciting as the community benefits would be multilayered and, hopefully, ongoing. This short-term educational outcome also got right to the heart of Prairienet’s raison d’être, as Bishop saw it: to improve the quality of people’s lives, to provide educational opportunities, to link citizens to government, and to offer financial opportunities for information providers — in sum, to create a greater sense of community.
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Facilitated by the TIAAP grant, Prairienet experienced a period of rapid growth during which it was able to provide new products and services for the benefit of the community, including:

- greater online access;
- computer training for community members;
- computer labs at public access sites; and
- a computer recycling program to provide free computers to low-income community members.

With the donation of hundreds of used computers by the City of Champaign and Parkland College, it became possible for Prairienet to give even more concentrated technical assistance to low-income local residents. Prairienet volunteers refurbished the computers as needed and gave them to those in need. The program, which included about 16 hours of free computer training and free Internet access in addition to the computer hardware, benefited about a thousand people in Champaign County over a 10-year period.

In her remarks at the “50 Years” conference, Bishop explained this new direction that Prairienet had taken as the difference between public computing and public computing. In the first instance, in which the technical aspect is emphasized, she saw four possible definitions:

- computing done at a public university;
- computer access provided in public places;
- computer applications and digital content created in the public interest; and
- computer use enjoyed by the general public, and studied and supported by academics and others.

But while Bishop recognized the validity of all four of these aspects of public computing, she felt that the social science focus represented in the second instance, public computing, was the most valuable facet of Prairienet’s work. Her inspiration for this was the Progressive Era work of Jane Addams’s Hull House in Chicago, which Bishop described as “a small community of neighbors, some university-educated and others just poor immigrants, who worked together to solve social problems such as violence, disease, and human rights.” Collaborating on innovative projects for the common good was Hull House’s strength and true mission. The same was true of Prairienet, Bishop believed.
She described Hull House’s holistic social reform model, in which neighborliness and cooperative investigation often combined to produce desired results for the benefit of all in the community. One noteworthy example of this was the detrimental health situation related to the filthy garbage bins in the ward (neighborhood) where Hull House was located. Suspecting that the bins were somehow connected to the elevated local death rate, Hull House reformers undertook a public investigation (community-based research to uncover facts and build understanding, yielding a transformative power) with the long-term goal of getting the bins’ owners to clean them up, thereby eliminating one of the neighborhood’s main breeding grounds of pestilence. The grassroots, door-to-door educational campaign yielded even more positive results than expected. In addition to helping bring down the ward’s high death rate, it produced valuable data that were later used in other epidemiological research, thus affecting a much larger community than the relatively small neighborhood in which Hull House was located.

Bishop pointed out that the type of holistic investigation that was routinely performed by Hull House was at the time, and remains today, a radical way for an educational institution to conduct research with respect to its home community. This same avant-garde approach is the one that has been used by Prairienet, resulting in a similar legacy of significant impact on behalf of those least able to help themselves. But that is not to say that disadvantaged individuals should be considered capable of nothing more than receiving help, she clarified. “If you look at the community, especially the so-called ‘marginalized’ community, the low-income community, people of color, people who supposedly don’t have much education, don’t know very much; when you look at the community as bereft of capacity, as a set of problems that need the university to come and help, you’re totally missing the reality of the world.”

The word community and the relational concept it represents were integral in the formation of the CNI. From its inception, this project was intended to be neighbors helping neighbors, a partnership of equality among its participants. It was in this spirit that all Prairienet members, regardless of background, were encouraged to actively participate in the program by contributing whatever skills they had. Beneficiaries of free Prairienet assistance were considered equal members on a par with paying members, and therefore worthy of making a contribution of time or skill in whatever capacity they possessed. In her 2002 thesis about computer and internet use by low-income individuals, Cece Merkel recalled the volunteer efforts:
The CNI Program had a relatively stable set of people who volunteered with the program. Their volunteer activities included serving as helpers during training sessions, occasionally co-teaching training classes, helping during the times that computer [sic] were distributed to the community, answering phones in the office, and doing clerical work. In return for volunteering, the community member was able to earn upgrades for his or her computer based on the number of hours worked.

Also informally, CNI members (neighbors) helped each other adapt to the new technology.

Even if the CNI volunteers did not always provide technical troubleshooting advice, they seemed very good at teaching others how to use technology and showing them the possibilities of the technology. The CNI volunteers often played this role within their own networks. The volunteers spent countless hours helping people they knew who went through the CNI program. Much of this helping involved showing people how to do things and sitting with friends as they learned how to use the computer (Merkel 180).

Not only volunteer opportunities, but also authority over Prairienet’s content was offered to its users. Network administrators chose not to enforce content standards but, instead, to leave those up to the users — the goal being to “provide members with access and then allow them to do what they want[ed] there . . . to empower their users, rather than police them” (Webb 184). This open policy created a sense of shared responsibility consistent with and supportive of the notion of community.

The shared-responsibility model was more than just an idea; it was the philosophy that undergirded all of Prairienet’s work. In a very practical sense, it was also the driving force behind the creation, in 1998, of PrairieKNOW (Prairie Knowledge Networks on the Web), a resource developed for the support of the CNI. Recognizing that one major impediment to community development was a lack of specific knowledge concerning what resources were available at any given time, Prairienet leadership decided to take the bull by the horns and implement asset mapping. From the 1998 paper “PrairieKNOW: A Tool to Assist the Study, Creation, and Growth of Community Networks” (Contractor, Bishop, and Zink): “[Asset mapping] is based on the assumption that community problems can be addressed from the inside out, if people knew..."
who had what resources (including skills, time, supplies, facilities, and financial assets) and service interests, and who has collaborated with whom in the past.”

As a means of identifying the community’s “hidden” shareable assets so they could then be deployed rather than going to waste, PrairieKNOW provided local organizations with the means of visually matching their resources with the needs of other organizations. Characteristically, the initiative began with a series of meetings to which community partners were invited, the organizations represented at the meetings being the Urban League of Champaign County, Family Services, Senior Services, and A Woman’s Place (a temporary shelter and social service for abused women and their children), all of whom were enthusiastic about the concept of helping each other address specific societal needs by sharing resources. The following incident seemed to predict the future success of PrairieKNOW’s asset mapping collaboration model:

At one meeting, a representative from one organization noted they often have leftover food that goes to waste because they have no means to discover, quickly and easily, what other organizations might be able to use it. The representative of another organization quickly noted that they could use the leftovers, and the two people exchanged phone numbers so that, in the future, they could contact each other when food was available.

Other important insights that came out of these meetings, which while positive about the efficiency of online asset mapping also pinpointed viable concerns, included:

- the inability of community organizations who lacked computers and technical skills to participate in the system;
- the demands associated with maintaining the online asset record repository; and
- the need to keep private that information which organizations did not want to make publicly available (“PrairieKNOW”).

In the final analysis, the new asset-sharing network was viewed as having great potential to support the community by:

- providing participating organizations with a set of visual tools to inspect, identify, and critically analyze the existing and potential
collaborations and partnerships among the local government and non-profit and health organizations in the community;
- offering participating organizations the ability to track over time the growth characteristics of the community network (size, density of interconnections, and content areas);
- providing participating organizations the ability to efficiently and effectively identify other organizations represented on Prairienet that offered specific complementary or similar services; and
- giving citizens in the community the ability to identify organizations on Prairienet that offer specific services.

2.0 Community informatics
Promoting social justice

Seeking to continue its mission of providing support to the community, at the end of 1999 GSLIS formed a new partnership with a local nonprofit organization for African-American women. As described in a press release from Oct. 27 of that year, the purpose of the new GSLIS – SisterNet collaboration was to “break down the barriers and build community capacity through collaborative projects to develop networked community information services.” SisterNet coordinator Imani Bazzell, whose friendship with Ann Bishop had led to the partnership, brought her perspective as an African American woman to the discussion of equity in information literacy: “If you want to open the library’s doors and be inviting to Black women, that means transforming the whole organization and how you do things. If the library wants to make sure it reaches members of that community, it needs to alter its relationships with them. Libraries should not just serve information; they should help build the community’s capacity to create information.”

The partnership was given the Swahili name Afya (“health”), as a reflection of SisterNet’s commitment to developing lifestyle, behavior, and support systems that would result in better health for women. Following after the Hull House model wherein consumers were also providers and the efforts of all participants were valued equally, the work of Afya was a manifestation of social literacy designed to promote equity of access to information and health resources at the neighborhood level. Other goals were to provide training both in the use of these resources and in the creation and sharing of original content.
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When SisterNet and GSLIS approached the federal Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) with a proposal outlining these goals, they were awarded a two-year grant for the Afya project in the amount of nearly $220,000. Afya also received substantial support from both Prairienet and Parkland College: Prairienet's help included local digital content, Internet access, public access computers, and user training and support, and Parkland's consisted of in-kind support and access to computer hardware and software, as well as to other resources.

The women of SisterNet took on the role of “pinpointing key problems in community healthcare services . . . evaluating existing digital services, and framing project goals and activities to address the problems they identified” (Bishop, Mehra, Bazzell and Smith). When they met to discuss health care issues, more often than not the conversation was characterized by anecdotes of their own experiences with health care as well as the experiences of others within their circles of acquaintance. By the use of these scenarios, which examined health care services and information in the light of values, they took on a leadership role in the formation and implementation of a Community Action Plan for the Afya project. The respect implicit in this collaborative paradigm proved to be one of Afya’s primary strengths, empowering women to take control of their own health care and helping them to effect positive change for the health care of other women.

Respect was also the underlying tone of another of Prairienet’s projects, the Inquiry Page. Developed by GSLIS professor Bertam (Chip) Bruce in 1995, the Inquiry Page enjoyed substantial popularity between 2001 and 2004, receiving over a million page views per year. Its popularity was directly tied to its utility; as a multifunctional technology tool, Inquiry Page was “simultaneously a Web site, a community of learners, and a locus for collaborative knowledge construction” (2004 article). Using Inquiry Page templates, Prairienet members were able to develop digital resources such as curriculum, action plans, and infrastructure (Web-based discussion forums).

A large number of users took the opportunity to formulate content for their own use; even better, they also shared this original content with other users, who then were able to customize it for their own purposes. In this scenario, users were not just passive recipients of information but active agents in the creation of what they received. This content-creation model was an example of pragmatic technology, the aim of which is further spelled out as being “not . . . a finished tool to be delivered to users, with training in its
components and guidelines for its application, but rather . . . an environment in which users create the technologies appropriate to their situations and their needs” (Bishop et al). As stated on the page itself (see image below), and as seen in the page’s flow chart, the Inquiry Page was a “dynamic virtual community” designed for interaction and collaboration, both of which enriched the learning process.

Welcome! The Inquiry Page is more than a website. It's a dynamic virtual community where inquiry-based education can be discussed, resources and experiences shared, and innovative approaches explored in a collaborative environment.

Here you can search a growing database of inquiry units, and you can also build your own inquiry units. You can see pictures of inquiry-based activities and learn more about some of our partners who use inquiry methods. Learn how to assess and evaluate inquiry-based education or look for more inquiry resources to support what you're doing. Or you can simply find out more about what inquiry and The Inquiry Page are all about.

Based on John Dewey's philosophy that education begins with the curiosity of the learner, we use a spiral path of inquiry: asking questions, investigating solutions, creating new knowledge as we gather information, discussing our discoveries and experiences, and reflecting on our new-found knowledge.

Each step in this process naturally leads to the next: inspiring new questions, investigations, and opportunities for authentic "teachable moments."
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Inquiry Page users were not required to pay any registration fees for this service, nor did they have to pay for any of the electronic materials, which included articles, presentations, bibliographies, and other information related to inquiry. In addition to content, the Inquiry Page also offered several free site-building applications ("bricks"), including:

- Inquiry units – a searchable database of collated materials and plans for inquiry-based learning;
- Quote of the day – a collection of online quotes on inquiry;
- Calendar – an online calendar within which any registered user could post descriptions of events;
- Member profiles – a tool that allowed inquiry communities to create their own online member profiles with biographies and photographs.

As Inquiry Page users gained proficiency with these basic information communication technologies (ICTs), more advanced tools were developed. These would offer more flexibility and greater user control over content, but would not necessitate PHP coding skills. The resulting suite of open-source software tools were dubbed *community inquiry laboratories* (iLabs). It is worth examining the reasoning behind this particular choice of words:

- *community* – emphasized support for collaborative activity and for creating knowledge that is connected to people’s values, history, and lived experiences;
- *inquiry* – points to support for open-ended, democratic, participatory engagement;
- *laboratory* – points to learning that brings theory and action together in an experimental and critical manner (Bishop et al).

It is also worth mentioning that the software tools that were developed for small- to moderately-sized users were later adapted for use in the construction of a website for a large, worldwide community-action initiative, the NSF-funded Center for Advanced Materials for the Purification of Water with Systems (CAMPWS). In addition, iLab bricks were used by several other inquiry communities and individuals:

- CAMPWS, to develop summer educational camps for underserved high-school students;
- a county-wide environmental panel, to survey residents regarding proposed environmental plans;
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- a cross-campus initiative, for undergraduates to conduct and report ethnographic studies of the university;
- a doctoral student, to organize and share his work-in-progress with his committee;
- an artist, to create an international gallery of children’s art and poetry.

Most often a particular user need was the impetus for the development of an iLab application. In fact, it was SisterNet’s request for more controllable and customizable tools as they were building the Afya site that had sparked the creation of the iLabs. Over time, as other inquiry communities began working with iLab features, more bricks were developed and shared with all who needed them.

Another example of this development process was the Paseo Boricua Project (2003-2004), in which youths from Chicago’s Humboldt Park neighborhood cataloged materials for their local cultural center in collaboration with Inquiry Page programmers. The result of this cooperation was a web-based catalog application that was then added to the suite of iLab tools and subsequently made available to the public.

The contributions of the women of SisterNet and the youths of Paseo Boricua demonstrate the impact that individuals and groups often deemed to be powerless can make to society, especially in the current context of community inquiry and informatics theory. They also “provide new understandings of how people from all walks of life can work together across distance, time, and radically different institutions to learn together and achieve shared goals” (Bishop, “Supporting Community Inquiry”).

The Paseo Boricua Community Library Project was a good example of this, as the program’s benefits to the student participants included technology training and training in soft skills such as collaboration and presentation, as well as in skills specific to librarianship such as administrative planning and cataloging. In the process of acquiring these new skills by working with co-participants from the University of Illinois at Chicago, Columbia College, Northeastern Illinois University, and Chicago Public Library, the student librarians achieved the shared goal of cataloging several collections of books, art, artifacts, and human rights network archives held by the Puerto Rican Cultural Center (PRCC), for the purpose of making them accessible to the community.
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Community engagement continued to be GSLIS’s heartbeat, and in 2006 the library school led 14 projects designed to bring information literacy to its neighbors in East Central Illinois and beyond: three in Champaign, nine in the East St. Louis area, one in St. Louis proper, and one to all the way to West Africa. All of the projects built upon prior community informatics efforts and research that had been carried out by Prairienet and CNI workers, and most or all of them capitalized upon the abundance of youthful student energy available to the library school. In the case of the trip to São Tomé and Príncipe, Africa, even younger students – high schoolers from the St. Louis Metro area – were invited to participate.

Though individual project details varied slightly, in general the work involved teams from GSLIS professor Martin Wolske’s LIS classes setting up computer labs that could be used by underserved people to effect positive changes both for themselves and for their neighbors. For maximum effectiveness, each project was tailored to the specific needs and goals of that community, and all were collaborative efforts with local change agents. Many of the community partners were local churches or other nonprofit organizations with neighborhood outreach efforts already in place. Of these, some were designed for specific populations such as at-risk youths or female victims of domestic violence, while others were more general in scope.

It would be difficult to calculate how many individuals were helped by these collaborative community efforts, but a low estimate would be in the thousands, in part because program was so successful that it continued to be a major focus of GSLIS for the next several years.

In the midst of this activity, in 2007 GSLIS received five more IMLS grants, two of them earmarked for the development of community informatics projects. Professor Chip Bruce’s “Community Informatics for Youth: Using the Extension Network to Recruit Future LIS Professionals” received nearly $800,000 to fund partnerships between GSLIS and University of Illinois Extension 4-H clubs statewide. The aim of this new program was to provide activities for underserved junior- and senior-high youth, as a means of encouraging them to consider LIS careers. The program was piloted in Champaign-Urbana, Chicago, Danville, East St. Louis, and Rockford; in addition to Bruce’s main goal of LIS recruitment, an additional benefit was the development of a curriculum for use in other settings.

Professor Kate Williams’ “Chicago Community Informatics: Places, Uses, Resources” received nearly $200,000 to research information technology use in
six disadvantaged Chicago communities. Specifically, the study examined both actual and potential technology use and analyzed ways in which their lives and identities might be represented in the cyber-infrastructure of the United States.

In another important 2007 initiative, GSLIS professor Jon Gant studied the ways community members could use Geographic Information Systems (GIS) technology to improve information sharing. Community partners in this initiative were Lumity (Chicago), CTCNet (Washington, DC), and Neighbors for Better Neighborhoods (Winston-Salem, NC), organizations whose goal was to improve access to resources through the use of information technology. The $27,000 fund Gant received came from the IMLS and from GSLIS, which matched the IMLS grant, and it covered the cost of researching the following issues:

• how GIS technology might improve participation in community-level decision-making;
• how community members could be encouraged to participate in creating and sharing knowledge using GIS tools;
• how folksonomies (user-generated search terms) developed; and
• how community members’ relationships were structured.

The funds also paid for the development of curriculum for two new LIS courses related to Gant’s research.

Also in 2007, the Community Informatics Initiative (CII) featured a variety of service-learning projects that built on earlier work in East St. Louis, Chicago’s Paseo Boricua, and Champaign-Urbana. In East St. Louis, the new CII projects included:

• in conjunction with the Digital East St. Louis Collaborative, the Teen Tech Team allowed East St. Louis youths aged 14 to 18 to gain basic computer and business skills in the process of repairing donated computers, which were then passed along to community members who needed them; and
• the archives project for the Katherine Dunham Centers for Arts and Humanities, in which students performed a number of hands-on tasks in the archiving, storage, and curation of materials related to noted African American choreographer, entertainer, anthropologist, and human rights activist Katherine Dunham.
The CII also returned to Paseo Boricua and conducted research to assist famed Latino poet and playwright Tato Laviera in writing an original play based on the history of the Paseo Boricua community. Program participants also:

- created a prototype for a digital archive of PRCC artifacts and materials;
- developed a resource directory about the local history of the community;
- wrote a community health program manual;
- conducted a needs assessment for local nonprofit organizations; and
- assisted with curriculum development at the local high school and day care center.

Locally, the CII reached out to both youths and adults. It provided after-school tutoring and technology training to the K-7 students of Champaign's Booker T. Washington Elementary School, and it started the Books to Prisoners program to improve the circumstances of local prisoners. It was a busy year for the CII, which also launched eChambana, a research initiative designed to research local public access computing resources.

In the rest of the state, eBlack Illinois, a service-research project, built a virtual representation of the experiences of black Illinois residents for the purpose of providing data that would later be used to build a research environment for digital scholarship about the black experience.

In June 2008, the São Tomé and Príncipe Partnership that had started in 2007 continued with another visit from Prairienet director Paul Adams and other volunteers, who worked to install computer labs in several locations on the island. Having just won its independence from Brazil in 1975, the tiny nation welcomed the urgently needed technology help with open arms, and citizens were soon able to access information via the Internet in the National Library of São Tomé and Príncipe, other libraries, schools, and community centers. This much-needed project, which grew out of Adams' personal visits to the island, also used the ESLARP Teen Tech Team model to train local teens in computer repair and maintenance. In fact, youths from the Teen Tech Team were on hand to help train the new computer techs. It is safe to say that the visits to this West African nation were life-changing for everyone involved.

Continuing the mission to help at-risk teens during the summer of 2008, the CII launched the Youth Community Informatics (YCI) workshop "Information Spaces in the Community". The IMLS-funded program, built on a strong
foundation of prior GSLIS community informatics work, promoted group inquiry among youths in Paseo Boricua (Chicago) and Champaign County. Redesigned Inquiry Page iLabs became part of the new web page provided as an online information-sharing space where students could write blog posts, add events to a calendar, and upload documents for public viewing. In the process of discovering community information spaces and producing a report on their findings, the participants learned to use computer programs as well as media and Internet tools. The electronic resource that was created by University of Illinois's Campus Information Technologies and Educational Services (CITES) in support of this program benefited the public as well, as it was made available everyone who was interested in using it.

By the fall of 2008, the growing influence of GSLIS's community informatics efforts was evident as CII representatives attended five conferences to present their research and network with other information professionals. In locations as varied as Chicago, Los Angeles, Denmark, Italy, and Turkey, GSLIS faculty were there to share their knowledge of community informatics.

Not surprisingly, 2009 was another busy year for the library school, with multiple opportunities for community engagement in Champaign-Urbana and beyond. While another team returned to São Tomé and Principe, other teams worked more locally, installing yet more computer labs in the Champaign-Urbana area. With respect to community work in the St. Louis Metro area, this summer was a little different; it marked the beginning of big broadband high-speed Internet service. As part of a larger ongoing research project studying the feasibility of bringing the most advanced Internet capability to that region, a team of LIS 451 students led by Martin Wolske traveled to nearby sites to evaluate the effectiveness of other broadband service points. The team members also surveyed the landscape in an effort to discover the best location for the installation of fiber optic infrastructure.

3.0 UC2B and the CDI

Planting seeds of change

While the team was working to bring high-speed Internet access to the Illinois side of the St. Louis Metro area, a plan was underway to do the same in the Champaign-Urbana area. In August of 2009 Kate Williams, assistant professor at GSLIS, testified before the Federal Communications Commission
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(FCC) concerning the proposed adoption and use of broadband service in Champaign-Urbana. The library school also sponsored a forum, assembled a committee, and published a white paper ("Educause"), on the subject. As it happened, the paper received attention from then-senator Barack Obama, who championed it in the Illinois legislature beginning in January of 2009.

The timing of all of these efforts was critical, as the federal National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) was poised to disburse cyberinfrastructure funding to selected broadband projects nationwide via the State Broadband Initiative. With so much at stake, competition was fierce to win one of the available Broadband Technology Opportunities Program (BTOP) grants. Though a total of $7.2 billion had been allocated to the nation’s broadband cause, each individual project would be quite costly — $29.4 million in Champaign-Urbana alone. Fortunately, nearly 77 percent — $22.5 million — of this huge capital expenditure was covered by the BTOP grant that was awarded in March of 2010. Another $3.5 million was awarded by the State of Illinois, and matching funds in the amount of $3.4 million were given by public-private donors.

With the University of Illinois leading the way, it was the university’s Board of Trustees that was named as the recipient of the funds, which were earmarked for the creation of infrastructure that would benefit the entire community, with a special emphasis on low-income households.

The NTIA announced the grant as follows:
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“The Urbana-Champaign Big Broadband project plans to construct 187 miles of fiber-optic broadband network to provide high-speed connectivity to area community anchor institutions and support fiber-to-the-home services in four low-income neighborhoods. Known as a leader in computer networking technology, the University of Illinois plans to bring its experience to bear as it works to close the digital divide in Urbana-Champaign. The project will directly connect 143 anchor institutions, including 40 K-12 schools, 17 social service agencies, 14 healthcare facilities, nine youth centers, four public library systems, and two higher education institutions. A majority of these institutions expect to receive their first high-speed Internet connection via this project. The project proposes to create a fiber-to-the-home project for 2,500 low-income households to purchase an affordable high-speed Internet service plan from commercial providers. In addition, the project expects to spur affordable broadband Internet access for local consumers, including up to 50,000 households and 3,700 businesses, by enabling local Internet service providers to connect to the project’s open network.
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Support for the Big Broadband project, which became known as “UC2B”, had been vigorous. Just prior to the March 2010 NTIA announcement of the winning grants, letters from community partners poured into GSLIS dean John Unsworth’s office in anticipation of what all could see would be a defining moment for the community. It was an exciting time to be in Champaign-Urbana; in addition to the main proposal for infrastructure support (“public computing”), a second but equally important proposal (“sustainable adoption”) hung in the balance. The provision of sustainable adoption funds would allow local nonprofit agencies to improve and expand their computing, and by extension their services to the community. To this end, many of the community partners wrote their own mini-grant proposals to GSLIS, which had the responsibility of assessing partner needs and allocating funds.

During the UC2B startup, GSLIS’s commitment to community partner needs and the larger cause of social justice continued without interruption. A good example of this continuity was the CYI, which in 2011 published a youth curriculum (“Community as Curriculum”) designed to help youths get involved in social justice by exploring issues such as poverty, racism, violence, substance abuse, and education. In a series of reflection- and action-oriented exercises, the learners were encouraged to experience community leadership roles by imagining themselves as curators, social networkers, journalists, community planners, artists, librarians, and other leaders, as well as to produce creative works that could make a positive difference for others.

Another youth program that was still going strong in 2011 was the “Turn the Page: Extending Library Services to Empower Youth” (ELSEY) collaboration among GSLIS, the Champaign County Juvenile Detention Center (CCJDC), and various local community groups. Founded in 2009 by the Peer Ambassadors and the CYI, the new program sought to help incarcerated youths by enabling them to become literate, a goal that involved restructuring the detention center’s small library into one that would be relevant, attractive, and useful to them. In addition to reading materials, ELSEY provided programming designed to link the incarcerated youths to the public library. As GSLIS assistant dean Rae-Anne Montague observed when discussing ELSEY in the Summer 2011 issue of GSLIS Magazine, “If the library is a democratic institution that seeks to promote access to information, then library services must expand beyond the walls of the library.”

On a sunny afternoon in September 2011, a large crowd gathered in an open field to witness the official start of UC2B, which would forever alter the landscape of information acquisition for thousands of local citizens. About a
year later, in August 2012, in the midst of continued UC2B construction, information scholar and activist Virginia Eubanks gave a lecture at the Champaign Public Library. Fittingly, its title asked the provocative question “Can Technology Serve Social Justice?” Eubanks, who had also written a book on the subject (Digital Dead End: Fighting for Social Justice in the Information Age), expressed her concern that the new technologies, far from supporting such social justice goals as peace, freedom, equality, and dignity for all people, were actually at odds with them.

Many at the proposed Center for Digital Inclusion (CDI), which had sponsored Eubanks’ lecture, agreed. Sharon Irish, project coordinator of the proposed center, stated that the book’s focus on the power-technology relationship resonated with CDI faculty and students, who supported Eubanks’s advocacy of “popular technology” (defined in the book as “broadly participatory, democratic methods of knowledge generation”). This knowledge generation paradigm, while relatively new to the public debate of socially just technologies, was the foundation upon which Prairienet, the Community Informatics Initiative, and the Center for Digital Inclusion were built, as well as one of the guiding principles woven throughout the work of the past two decades.

In the spirit of broad, democratic participation in the generation of knowledge, in 2013 the CDI co-sponsored a conference on “Nexus, Confluence, and Difference: Community Archives Meets Community Informatics” in Prato, Italy. Conference attendees and co-collaborators on this important subject were members of the Community Informatics Research Network (CIRN), an international alliance of researchers, practitioners, and policy makers with the common goal of using ICTs to enable communities.

The annual CIRN conferences, which CDI director Jon Gant identified as very important for GSLIS faculty, staff, and students interested in community informatics, serve as a gathering place for international researchers concerned with community informatics issues. The 2013 conference was especially important for the CDI because not only did the newly formed center co-sponsor the event, it sent Martin Wolske to lead a workshop in which was created a draft of principles and beliefs that became part of the official CIRN policy, which in turn helped guide future work in the community informatics field.

Another significant development at the end of 2013 was the completion of UC2B, bringing to a close several years of planning and research and two years of heavy construction work. As promised, the Big Broadband project
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revolutionized computer use in the Champaign-Urbana area, which went a long way toward bridging the digital divide for local residents. It also proved to be instrumental in opening up the possibility of further cyberinfrastructure development designed to expand high-speed availability to those parts of the community not included in the UC2B area, further enabling the cause of equitable access to information.

However, the vision has always been to bridge the digital divide in every way possible; that is, to first enable access to the Internet and then build on that capability to foster economic development, thereby helping individuals improve their circumstances and quality of life. At the end of 2014, with a $300,000 grant from the University of Illinois Extension, the CDI launched a new community outreach initiative (The Illinois Digital Innovation Leadership Program) that will improve Illinois citizens’ access to the latest digital tools. Besides furthering Extension’s education and outreach mission, this initiative is designed to promote increased opportunities for economic growth.

What is striking about this project are its innovative delivery method and tools, which will provide both access to learning opportunities and encouragement toward innovative thinking as program participants learn and grow in entrepreneurship. The program itself is a startup, beginning with one “digitech hub” and hopefully expanding to more as the scope of the program grows. Each hub, also known as a “makerspace”, will be equipped with digital design and other tools for the production of podcasts, small robotics, microcomputers, and 3-D printing projects. As the labs rotate among Illinois Extension sites, Digital Innovation Leadership staff will work with 4-H clubs, public libraries, and public schools to develop permanent community-supported studios, with an eye toward increasing statewide capacity in digital design, manufacturing, and entrepreneurship.

Further explaining the program’s mission, Gant said, “Enabling this kind of innovation and creativity is key to twenty-first century technological and economic development. We’re committed to expanding economic development and digital inclusion opportunities across Illinois by helping to build institutional capacity with Extension and communities across the state.”
The vision for the future of the makerspaces is actually much larger than the State of Illinois. Funds permitting, the CDI hopes that the Digitech hubs, once established, will serve as a blueprint for similar programs in global communities around the world — especially in countries with developing economies such as those in West Africa. While the reality is most likely years away from the present, one thing that has been repeatedly demonstrated by GSLIS is that visions become plans, which often become realities. With the legacies of Prairienet, the Community Informatics Initiative, and UC2B to guide and encourage future efforts, it is most likely that they will come to fruition.

Twenty years from now, what technologies will be the new kids on the block? Who will be the community partners, and what changes will they be making? There’s no way of knowing exactly what the future will hold, but we can make an educated guess: At GSLIS, neighbors will be helping neighbors, here and around the world.
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APPENDIX B: THE BROCHURE
Building on a Legacy

For nearly a quarter of a century, UI and its community partners have worked to bring information technology to the people who need it most. Initiatives led by the university’s Graduate School of Library and Information Science have helped thousands of individuals gain access to the Internet and a wealth of helpful information.

Many of these projects have aimed to serve local residents, but a large number have been concentrated in the St. Louis and Chicago areas, in addition to São Tomé and Príncipe in West Africa. Future plans call for an even greater involvement in helping close the digital divide in West Africa.
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